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Launch of New Machine 
“Pachislot Monster Hunter: KYOURYU SENSEN” 

 

FIELDS CORPORATION (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: Tetsuya Shigematsu) announces the nationwide release 

of a new pachislot machine from Enterrise Co., Ltd., “Pachislot Monster Hunter: KYOURYU SENSEN.” 

 

■ About “Monster Hunter” 

Produced by CAPCOM Co., Ltd., “Monster Hunter” is a series of hunting-action games in which players 

roam a magnificent wilderness in search of giant monsters. The cooperative communication style of play, 

in which players team up with friends and attempt to overcome fierce monsters, established a new mode 

of communication, and generated a social phenomenon known as the “Monster Hunter Craze.” The first 

game for home use was launched in 2004, since when the series has steadily increased its fanbase and 

grown into a massively popular franchise, with over 37 million games sold across the series as of June 30, 

2016. 

 
For further information, visit the official Monster Hunter website at http://www.monsterhunter.com/ 

 

■ New Pachislot Machine “Pachislot Monster Hunter: KYOURYU SENSEN” 

“Pachislot Monster Hunter: KYOURYU SENSEN” builds on the concept of the highly popular previous 

machines in the series, which were fun to play no matter how often, and utilizes a new idea to recreate the true 

enjoyment of the games, namely “hunting.” 

◇ Incorporates a new element of “hunting gem stocks”: Incorporates “hunting gem stocks,” which increase 

the chance of hunting successfully, and realizes a new game style of “save,” “hunt” and “ride.” 

◇ Attractive new elements added to the “ultra lottery battle”: In addition to the “ultra lottery battle,” which 

was extremely well received on the previous machines in the series, the machine contains new elements such 

as “ride” and “frenzy state,” so enhancing the appeal of the series. 

◇ Special Chassis—“The dragon that wears three layers of clothing”: the chassis incorporates a variety of 

gadgets that enhance gameplay, and surprises players with unexpected behavior. 

 

“Pachislot Monster Hunter: KYOURYU SENSEN” is not only for pachinko and pachislot enthusiasts but for a wide range of people, 

including Monster Hunter fans. The machine is scheduled for delivery this winter to pachinko halls throughout Japan. 

 
 

For inquiries or further information please contact 
Corporate Communications Office, FIELDS CORPORATION 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 
Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Fax: +81-3-5784-2119 

 

 


